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The teachers pushed through the crowd of suspicious characters and approached the tall man who was nonchalantly leaning on a worn, dusty SUV. It was hard to tell whether he was 
giving them a look from behind the sunglasses, or not. “Alnaql 'iilaa almawqie al’athrii?” said Bridget. “Takisi 'iilaa almawqie al’athrii?” Anna looked appreciatively at her talented friend. 
The driver sighed and gave them a lazy nod indicating places in the back of his car. They settled back comfortably. The interior was surprisingly neat. "Well I was living here a bit and 
picked up some simple phrases," Bridget explained. "But it's good that the guy is not talkative, because I don't know if I would understand his answer," she laughed. The silent driver 
drove calmly and confidently. Anna expected more exotic views, but so far she had seen only roadside palm trees, as well as Arabic signboards and neon signs, which stood out. They 
drove on a multi-lane road through the bustling city. Modestly dressed people sat in cafes, talked to each other cheerfully and dealt with normal, everyday matters. Powerful cranes 
erected new office buildings. Only here and there could the last traces of wartime destruction be seen.

Eventually, the city gave way to a dry desert, with occasional weedy vegetation. The road turned into a dirt one and became bumpy. The car was speeding along in a cloud of dust. 
Anna fell asleep, tired from the long flight, the journey, and monotonous landscape. After a while, Bridget woke her up. There was a completely different world outside the car 
windows. The yellow-gold walls of an ancient city beautifully contrasted with the lush greenery of plants growing in the fertile soil of the Euphrates valley. Arab families enjoyed picnics 
near the majestic ruins. Traffic was quite thick, despite the absence of many foreign tourists. Luckily the two teachers could be counted among the few tourists. This was thanks to 
Bridget's old military acquaintances, who had helped the teachers with obtaining all the appropriate visas and permits.

Most of the ancient buildings had been restored or reconstructed. The delighted teachers admired the vivid blue of the Ishtar Gate, the geometric precision of the walls of Babylon 
and the elaborate sculptures of powerful lions and bearded sphinxes. The archaeological site was located near the tourist district in the city. The unrestored ruins were separated from 
the visitors by a solid fence and guarded by discreetly armed sentries. Bridget did not miss this detail. "This is something new…," she murmured. "Even in times of war it was an oasis 
of peace. Why do they need all these weapons? Who would attack such ruins?" The women paid and thanked the driver who, without breaking his silence, nodded goodbye and drove 
away. The guards carefully checked their documents, after which the teachers entered through the excavation area gate.

Several international teams of researchers were working on site. They dug up new layers of lost ruins, took measurements and created documentation. The two teachers asked for 
directions to the site manager. An archaeologist showed them to one of the modern residential housing containers standing on the sidelines of excavations. They knocked on the door. 
An older, chubby man with a mustache, dressed in military shorts and an unfashionable fishing vest, opened the door for them. White knee-high socks added splendor to the outfit 
by sticking out of dusty trapper boots. He adjusted the small, round glasses, narrowed his eyes and looked closely at his unexpected guests. "Bridget?" he said, surprised. "What are 
you doing here? You have not changed a bit!" he exclaimed in English. "Ah, flippant as usual!" For the first time Anna saw the PE teacher blush. “Anna, meet Adam Carter, he is a good 
man who has devoted his whole life to discovering and protecting this place," Bridget said as she introduced them. "Mr. Carter, this is Anna, my colleague and someone who is 
passionate about foreign languages." "Especially English," she added. “I am very pleased to meet you!" Anna said as she greeted the scientist. The archaeologist invited them into an 
air-conditioned interior. He served cool drinks and started talking to Bridget about what they had been doing for the last several years. Eventually, the topics of conversation were 
exhausted, and the teachers had a chance to explain the reason for their arrival.

"I recently had a very unpleasant situation that was related to you," said Bridget. "Do you remember the strange stone I once gave to you? Recently, I was attacked by some thugs who 
wanted to get it from me! I called you right away, but I couldn't get through to you. I was very worried, but Anna and I then decided that as part of our vacation we would visit you and 
examine this stone thoroughly. Maybe there is something valuable about it that we missed then?" "It is a strange thing with these phones," replied Mr. Adam. "A few weeks ago, for 
unknown reasons, we had a serious failure of electronics in our camp. All phones, cameras and laptops went out for a while. We blamed it on the heat and ever-present sand, but it's 
impossible that everything would break at the same time! Maybe it was an electromagnetic pulse, but what could cause it?" the scientist wondered. "We had to send a lot of things to 
be serviced, which made it a bit difficult for us. The benefit of this is that until they send the equipment back, we can relax with traditional methods of work, such as paper, pencils and 
tape measures," he said as he smiled. “Being relaxed is now very necessary, because the day after the electricity failed the government sent us these nice men whom you met at the 
entrance gate. They never gave any real reason for their arrival. Unfortunately, we cannot argue and question state decisions, because they can close the excavations for any reason 
at any time," he said. "You can imagine that working under the watchful eye of armed men is not the most pleasant situation, even if they do nothing to us and claim that they are here 
for our safety. You never know here!" he exclaimed.

"Come with me, I will show you a stone. I hid it in our warehouse when you gave it to me. We are all waiting for the situation to calm down and normalize so that we can safely transport 
it with other things for detailed examination." Adam Carter explained. He invited the teachers to another, larger barrack. The interior of the warehouse was filled with containers, 
crates and old binders. The archaeologists had clearly not been idle for all these years. "Fortunately, we have a good system, otherwise we would have to have a separate team of 
archaeologists to dig up our treasures," Mr. Adam threw in an industry joke. "When was it? 2002, 2003?" He wondered. "Time flies so fast, and there is so much to discover," he 
grumbled, going in deeper between the rows of warehouse shelves. "There it is!" he said as he pulled out a small metal box. "Let's find some better light!" They left the warehouse and 
put the box on the workbench. The archaeologist unlocked the padlock and removed the box lid. An ordinary desert stone lay in the interior. "But ... how is that possible?" he 
wondered. "That's not it!” He said. “No one has touched this stone since our meeting!" He exclaimed. At that moment, they heard something metallic tap above their heads. The 
teachers looked up and caught the gaze of two black eyes outlined with heavy dark make-up. The eyes belonged to a masked figure who was watching them from the roof of the 
warehouse! The spy seen by the teachers jumped to his feet and began to flee over the roofs of containers towards the renovated ruins of Babylon. Old military instincts reawakened 
in Bridget. "Anna!" she said as if issuing a command, "Let's catch him! Can you make it over the roofs, or will we run through the streets and cut him off?"

Option B

A: Choose the roofs - go to episode 4A
B: Choose the streets - go to episode 4B

What now?
Choose the next steps for Anna!


